CPC updates the USPTO
Agenda

• CPC training

• CPC Implementation
CPC training

USPTO training
Bilateral consultation

- Examiner(s)/classifier(s) focused workshop / training
- Training material
- Timeline for the training
- Previous training held at Brazil, Chile, Israel, Korea, and the USPTO
- Specific feedback - contact the USPTO classification division (CQIC – classification quality and international coordination division)
CPC training (con.)

Customize unique technical expert training for each Office (at the USPTO or National Office(s) location)

- General training
- Master level training
- Advanced training in specific technical field
- **C-set training**
- Computer based training (CBT) e-learning modules
CPC Implementation

• The USPTO transitioning to CPC routing from the USPC (united state patent classification) routing

• CPC revisions, IP5 revisions and IPC revisions underway

• Research on artificial intelligence (AI) for classification
Thank you!